
Goblin Battle Cards Whitepaper 

Extended V1.0 
 

 

Goblin Battle Cards, a new way to play in The Sandbox Game Metaverse! Goblin Battle Cards 

are more than your average PFP (profile picture) NFT Collection, The Goblins are living, 

breathing creatures who live here on the blockchain! Goblin Battle Cards are NFT cards, made 

from our Goblin Avatars in The Sandbox Game. They are the shining race throughout our 

gaming ecosystem. 

 

Goblin Battle Cards not only grant holders access to our Goblin Gang community, but our 

growing Play-2-Earn ecosystem. Our project’s Kings Coin is currently in development and set to 

launch in Q1 2023. With its launch, Holders of Goblin Battle Cards will be airdropped an initial 

amount of KINGS COIN to kick start our Play-2-Earn ecosystem as well as a monthly allocation. 

Holders will be able to play any of the games in the King of Crypto family of games and earn an 

amount of KINGS COIN for completing certain quests, missions and special events both in 

game and during our live stream events. The KINGS COIN will be backed by the MATIC token 

and swappable for matic token. Owners will be able to convert their tokens into fiat currency 

through an exchange, thus being able to provide a means for our holders to generate an income 

from playing video games. 



 

Goblin Battle Cards will also play a role in our upcoming strategy card game Prophecy, the 

Awakening. Owners of Goblin Battle Cards will gain additional advantages while playing the 

card game. More detailed information of the game and its mechanics will be released in Q4 

2022 (see Prophecy, the Awakening Whitepaper for additional details) 
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1. King of Crypto Games 
 

 

Our flagship game The Kingdom of Sakaar, which is playable now in The Sandbox Game, 

Game Maker Drafts Gallery, is the origin of the glorious Goblin race! Made for our first game, 

the Goblins are so versatile and so much fun to use, they have worked their magic on our 

creators and have now been seamlessly worked into multiple (if not all.. :) of the King of Crypto 

Games family of games.  

 

King of Crypto Games as a whole is building an entire ecosystem of games for our Free-2-Play 

and Play-2-Earn economies. Interwoven, they take the best concepts from traditional gaming 

(leveling, achievements, gaining increasingly powerful loot and more) and reward players with 

ownable in-game items and Cryptocurrency (worth and interchangeable for real money) for 

playing our games in our ecosystem.  

 

 

1.1 Current Games Built and Playable Now : 



 

● The Kingdom of Sakaar : Episode 1 - V2.2 

 

● The Sakaarnival 

 

● The Sakaar Asset Showcase 

 

● PakPak HopHop 

 

Game Maker Search Dashboard Link -GameDizzy Genie Dashboard by TomVoxel › 

GameDizzy Genie (google.com) 

 

Detailed in this paper are the system framework, how to participate in our ecosystem and its 

breakdown. I do hope you enjoy the content as this is a culmination of months of work in both 

building the business side of the company, to building the games and assets in the Game Maker 

and Voxedit softwares and communicating with the community of The Sandbox specifically to 

identify key needs and wants from both gamers and builders alike in the space. Thank you from 

the bottom of my heart for taking the time. 

 

 

1.2 See The King of Crypto Games Whitepaper for more Details 
 

Our project believes in our mission so much, that Shawn, AKA. the King of Crypto has 

personally spent 100’s of man hours building this project from its Foundation and making it a 

company for the community, by the community. 

 

King of Crypto Games pledges to donate parts of our gaming experiences, now and upcoming 

to showcase the up and coming artists in our community. We have multiple games and our 

upcoming social hub with room available for artists and our partners to promote their skills and 

projects.  

 

See King of Crypto Games Full Whitepaper for more details. 

 

 

 

https://datastudio.google.com/u/0/reporting/2e135906-0074-4396-8d7b-e432b68c1797/page/PHKlC?params=%7B%22df8%22:%22include%25EE%2580%25800%25EE%2580%2580IN%25EE%2580%2580KingofCrypto%22%7D
https://datastudio.google.com/u/0/reporting/2e135906-0074-4396-8d7b-e432b68c1797/page/PHKlC?params=%7B%22df8%22:%22include%25EE%2580%25800%25EE%2580%2580IN%25EE%2580%2580KingofCrypto%22%7D


 

 

 

2. Goblin Battle Card Rarities 
 

There are 6 different Goblin Battle Card Rarities in total. 

 

Holders of differing card rarities have access to additional perks and rewards. See our 

comprehensive list below. More holder rewards are being added and worked on by the day. 

Please stay current with our Project’s Discord and Socials for the most up to date holder 

rewards and announcements. 

 

Holders of higher rarity cards reap the rewards of every rarity below. (I.e. Owners of an 

Epic card have all the benefits of Epic Rarity as well as Rare and Common card holder benefits) 

 

2.1 Card Rarities and their Benefits : 
 

Goblin Battle Card (COMMON) - 
 

Holding the entry level Goblin Battle Card is all you need to enter the Goblin Gang! You will 

have access to and reap the rewards of the Goblin Horde. You will instantly be a part of the 

Goblin Gang both in our Discord and in our Community Events as well as have access to all that 

the King of Crypto Games family has to offer. Here is a list of current rewards for our holders 

and increasing with rarity. 

 

Access to the Goblin Gang 

● VIP Goblin Gang member in the Sandfam Community Discord 



● Access to our special events throughout our various mediums (Discord, Twitch, The 

Sandbox Game Experiences, In Person Meet-ups & More) 

 

Airdrop of 25 KINGS COIN’s cryptocurrency in Q1 2023. (multiplied per NFT owned) 

 

Airdrops of our Goblin NFT’s (Some PFP NFTS, Some Ownable, Usable in your own The 

Sandbox experience and beyond, some equipable and able to be worn in any The Sandbox 

experience, both multiplayer and singleplayer). 

 

Access to our Goblin Games 

● A weekly (possible future 2ce weekly) gaming event where players can play and win 

additional Goblin Battle Cards for victory. 

 

Airdropped an Exclusive Goblin Mini Figure Equipable The Sandbox Asset NFT 

 
 

Entry into the Monthly The Kingdom of Sakaar Giveaways for $MSAND/NFT’s for 

each card owned 

 

 

Goblin Battle Card (RARE) - 
 

Holding a Rare Goblin Battle Card not only enters you into the Goblin Gang, no, no friend, YOU 

are a VIP! Additionally holders are granted VIP status in our games, to special events and more, 

as well as access to our weekly VIP Goblin Games! This gains an extra opportunity to win new 

Goblin Battle Cards and gain increasing benefits! Additional benefits at RARE include. 

 

Access to our VIP Goblin Games 

● A weekly gaming event where players can play and win additional Goblin Battle Cards 

for victory, accessible only to Rare holders and above. 

 

An additional 25 (50) KINGS COIN on Airdrop in Q1 2023. (multiplied per NFT owned) 

 

Airdropped an Exclusive Skull Cap Shield Equipable The Sandbox Asset NFT 



 
 

2 Entries into the Monthly The Kingdom of Sakaar Giveaways for $MSAND/NFT’s 

 

 

 

Goblin Battle Card (EPIC) - 
 

Holding the Epic Goblin Battle Card not only enters you into the Goblin Gang, no, no friend, 

YOU are a VIP! Additionally holders are granted VIP status in our games, to special events and 

more, as well as access to our weekly VIP Goblin Games! This gains an extra opportunity to win 

new Goblin Battle Cards and gain increasing benefits! Additional benefits at EPIC include. 

 

An additional 40 (65) KINGS COIN on Airdrop in Q1 2023. (multiplied per NFT owned) 

 

Airdropped an Exclusive Purple Sneaks - Shoes Equipable The Sandbox Asset NFT 

 
 

Airdropped Exclusive Epic Holder Goblin Concept Art and Goblin Themed Wallpapers 

 

Access to our VIP Goblin Games 

● A weekly gaming event where players can play and win additional Goblin Battle Cards 

for victory, accessible only to EPIC holders and above. 

 

3 Entries into the Monthly The Kingdom of Sakaar Giveaways for $MSAND/NFT’s 

 



 

Goblin Battle Card (Legendary) 
 

Holding A lEGENDARY Goblin Battle Card not only enters you into the Goblin Gang, no, no 

friend, YOU are a VIP! Additionally holders are granted VIP status in our games, to special 

events and more, as well as access to our weekly VIP Goblin Games! This gains an extra 

opportunity to win new Goblin Battle Cards and gain increasing benefits! Additional benefits at 

LEGENDARY include. 

 

An additional 60 (85) KINGS COIN on Airdrop in Q1 2023. (multiplied per NFT owned) 

 

Airdropped an Exclusive Sakaarian Helm of the Arena Equipable The Sandbox Asset NFT 

 
 

Airdropped Exclusive Legendary Holder Goblin Concept Art and Goblin Themed 

Wallpapers 

 

Access to our VIP Goblin Games 

● A weekly gaming event where players can play and win additional Goblin Battle Cards 

for victory, accessible only to LEGENDARY holders and above. 

 

4 Entries into the Monthly The Kingdom of Sakaar Giveaways for $MSAND/NFT’s 

 

Entered into our NFT & $MSAND Giveaways at 100% Mint! 

 

 

Goblin Battle Card (Animated Epic) - 

 
Holding the Rare Goblin Battle Card not only enters you into the Goblin Gang, no, no friend, 

YOU are a VIP! Additionally holders are granted VIP status in our games, to special events and 

more, as well as access to our weekly VIP Goblin Games! This gains an extra opportunity to win 

new Goblin Battle Cards and gain increasing benefits! Additional benefits at ANIMATED EPIC 

include. 
 

An additional 75 (100) KINGS COIN on Airdrop in Q1 2023. (multiplied per NFT owned) 

 



Airdropped an Exclusive Sakaarian Crystal Sword Ruby Equipable The Sandbox Asset 

NFT 

 
 

Airdropped Animated Epic Holder Exclusive Goblin Concept Art and Goblin Themed 

Wallpapers 

 

Access to our VIP Goblin Games 

● A weekly gaming event where players can play and win additional Goblin Battle Cards 

for victory, accessible only to ANIMATED EPIC holders and above. 

 

5 Entries into the Monthly The Kingdom of Sakaar Giveaways for $MSAND/NFT’s 

 

Entered into our NFT & $MSAND Giveaways at 100% Mint! 

 

 

 

Goblin Battle Card (Animated Legendary) - 

 
Holding the Rare Goblin Battle Card not only enters you into the Goblin Gang, no, no friend, 

YOU are a VIP! Additionally holders are granted VIP status in our games, to special events and 

more, as well as access to our weekly VIP Goblin Games! This gains an extra opportunity to win 

new Goblin Battle Cards and gain increasing benefits! Additional benefits at ANIMATED 

LEGENDARY include. 
 

An additional 250 (275) KINGS COIN on Airdrop in Q1 2023. (multiplied per NFT owned) 

 

Airdropped an Exclusive Goblin Mini Figure & Goblin NPC The Sandbox Asset NFT’s 

 

Airdropped Exclusive Animated Legendary Goblin Concept Art and Goblin Themed 

Wallpapers 

 

Ever dreamed of being in a video game? Well you are now! (owners likeness made into a 

future King of Crypto Games Experience/optional) 



 

Access to our VIP Goblin Games 

● A weekly gaming event where players can play and win additional Goblin Battle Cards 

for victory, accessible only to ANIMATED LEGENDARY holders and below to RARE. 

 

5 Entries into the Monthly The Kingdom of Sakaar Giveaways for $MSAND/NFT’s 

 

Entered into our NFT & $MSAND Giveaways at 100% Mint! 

 

Entry into our EXCLUSIVE The Sandbox NFT Giveaway 

 

 

Holders of a Rare or Above 

 

Airdropped an Exclusive The Inquisitors Blade Equipable The Sandbox Asset NFT

 

 

2.2 Rarities of Goblin Battle Card NFT’s & their Amounts : 
 

Common - 25 Different Cards ( .png static ) 

Rare - 12 Different Cards ( .png static ) 

Epic - 8 Different Cards ( .png static ) 

Legendary - 5 Different Cards ( .png static ) 

 

Epic - 8 Different Cards ( .mp4 animated ) 

Legendary -  5 Different Cards ( .mp4 animated ) 

 

 

2.3 Rarity Breakdown BY THE NUMBERS (10,000 total) : 
 

Common - 25 Different Goblin Cards x 284 of each Mintable = 7,100 

Rare - 12 Different Goblin Cards x 140 of each Mintable = 1,680 

Epic - 8 Different Goblin Cards x 75 of each Mintable = 600 

Epic ( Animated ) - 8 Different Goblin Cards x 35 of each Mintable = 280 

Legendary - 5 Different Goblin Cards x 48 of each Mintable = 240 



Legendary ( Animated ) - 5 Different Goblin Cards x 20 of each Mintable = 100 

 

7,100 Common + 1,680 Rare + 600 Epic + 280 Legendary + 240 Epic Animated + 100 

Legendary Animated = 10,000 Total 

 

 
 

 

2.4 Multiplier  
 

Didn’t get a rare or better card yet? 

Have 1, 2, maybe more? 

 

Don’t you even worry, we have a Multiplier to reward those who hold multiple Goblin Battle 

Cards in their Deck!  To reward those in the Goblin Gang further, we have many benefits for 

those who own more than one Goblin Battle Card. 

 

There is a 5% Multiplier bonus per card for the Kings Coin Airdrop to those who 

own multiple Goblin Battle Card NFT’s. 

 

We have a multiplier system for the KINGS COIN Airdrop for those who own more than one 

Goblin Battle Card. The concept behind our project is inclusivity inside our community. We strive 



daily to bring additional rewards to and will always reward those who support and believe in our 

project. (see details below) 

 

Each card owned adds an additional 5% multiplier up to 100%! After reaching the 100% 

Multipliers (at 20 cards) each additional card rewards an additional 2.5% Multiplier. (to help 

ensure a fair distribution and reduce whale consumption of cards) 

 

Example A : I own 2 Common, (1 = 25) Goblin Battle Cards - 25 x 2 = 50 x 10% Multiplier = 55 

Example B : I own 5 Common, (1 = 25) Goblin Battle Cards - 25 x 5 = 125 x 25% Multiplier = 

156.25 

Example c : I own 5 Common & 1 Legendary, (1 = 25, 1 = 85) Goblin Battle Cards - 25 x 5 = 

125 + 85 = 210 x 30% Multiplier = 273 

 

2.5 Additional Benefits of Owning Multiple Goblin Battle 

Cards 
 

Holders of 2 Goblin Battle Cards  

 

● 10% (5% + 5%)  Bonus Kings Coin on Airdrop 

 

● Airdropped an Exclusive Goblin Concept Art NFT 

 

Holders of 5 Goblin Battle Cards 

 

● 25% (5% X 5)  Bonus Kings Coin on Airdrop 

 

● Entry into our EXCLUSIVE The Sandbox NFT Giveaway 

 

Holders of 10 Goblin Battle Cards 

 

● 50% (5% X 10)  Bonus Kings Coin on Airdrop 

 

● Entry into our EXCLUSIVE The Sandbox NFT Giveaway 

 

Holders of 20 Goblin Battle Cards 

 

● 100% (5% X 20)  Bonus Kings Coin on Airdrop 

 

● Entry into our EXCLUSIVE The Sandbox NFT Giveaway 

 

 

 



Furthermore we have a PVP based FACTION mechanic inside of our Goblin Gang 

community.Team Red/Team Blue. We are also working on building agame mechanic into an 

upcoming game release in The Sandbox Metaverse. For the present, much of this is being 

hosted inside our Sandfam Community Discord. 

 

The Airdrops mentioned in this Whitepaper are subject to change and addition into the future. 

We are working daily on additional new and additional rewards for our holders. We are also 

waiting on minting our custom made The Sandbox assets until the acquisition of catalysts and 

gems through our land staking. The base models and Airdrop technology is already set-up and 

ready to implement. 

 

 



 

3. Economy - 
 

Holders of both our BATTLE PASS & GOBLIN BATTLE CARD NFT’s have access to both the 

Play-2-Earn & our Free-2-Play economies. Holders have the ability to play our games and earn 

our Kings Coin cryptocurrency as a reward. Each the Battle Pass NFT and each Goblin Battle 

Card NFT yield differing benefits and rewards. Holding multiples and/or a mixture of both will 

yield the maximum amount of rewards in our ecosystems. Below is a detailed breakdown as of 

this current Whitepaper version. 

 

In our Full economy launch, Holders of both Goblin Battle Cards and the Seasonal Battle Pass 

will be able to earn KINGS COIN for completing in-game Seasonal Missions and Challenges. 

There are many passive rewards for holders, but our Full play to earn economy opens to the 

holders of both the Seasonal Battle Pass and Goblin Battle Card NFT’s. 

 

3.1 Play-2-Earn -  
 

3.2 Holders of Goblin Battle Cards -  

 

Our full Play-2-Earn economy is still undergoing thorough testing and is in its ALPHA stage as 

of writing (August 1st 2022). Until the upcoming release of our Play-2-Earn’s full economy 



release (Q1 2023), owners of Goblin Battle Cards will be implemented into our current Play-2-

Earn ALPHA economy. 

 

Many of the Play-2-Earn benefits to holders of Goblin Battle Cards in the King of Crypto Games 

in-game economy are set to go into effect at Full Launch. In the meantime, Holders are eligible 

to participate in the number of BATTLE PASS monthly challenges and missions that are 

available throughout the season. In example : 

 

● Holders of 1 Goblin Battle Pass NFT are eligible to earn the reward of 1 Seasonal 

Mission and/or Challenge each Month. 

● Holders of 2 Goblin Battle Pass NFT are eligible to earn the reward of 1 Seasonal 

Mission and/or Challenge each Month so on and so forth.  

 

 

Generally there are 3-5 new Seasonal Challenges and Mission implemented each month of the 

Seasonal Battle Pass. Owning Multiple Goblin Battle Cards makes the owner eligible to 

maximize rewards in our current ecosystem. 

 

3.3 Holders of The Battle Pass -  

 

Our Play-2-Earn economy has been in careful planning since January of 2021 and is being 

thoroughly tested before full rollout. Currently the Battle Pass system has been implemented 

and has been running smoothly. We will be doing a slow ALPHA rollout of the Play-2-Earn 

economy in Q1 or 2023. We will be stimulating the economy with an initial burst of funds via an 

Airdrop of the Kings Coin in early Q1 2023 after our ALPHA rollout to stimulate the Play-2-Earn 

economy as a whole and as a reward to holders of Goblin Battle Cards. 

 

Rewards for Battle Pass Holders depending on Level of Pass Owned. 

 

●  Airdrops of Official Sakaarian The Sandbox Assets  

●  Access to Exclusive Locked Discord Text & Voice Channels  

● Exclusive VIP Status in the Discord  

● Airdropped Sakaarian Crafting Material NFT’s ( Used to be Combined and Redeemed 

for Official Sakaarian Sandbox Game Assets )  

● White List Spots for upcoming King of Crypto Games NFT collection Drops  

● Access to join King of Crypto on Twitch Streams ( Co-Host / Promote your Project / Play 

a game together live on stream ect. )(Some rules may apply)  

● Access to VIP Challenges & Missions in-game to receive $SAND or MSAND Prizes. 

● Have a Character of YOU in the game The Kingdom of Sakaar.  

● 1 Ticket to each Month's Sakaarian Sandbox Asset / NFT Giveaway.  

● Access to the Play to Earn 

 

 



3.4 Free-2-Play 
 

 

Players of the game The Kingdom of Sakaar will be rewarded with Crafting Material 

NFT’s for completing in-game Missions and Challenges, as well as for claiming monthly 

victory in the Arena ( can be completed MONTHLY ). Players without a Season One 

Battle Pass can also still earn tickets into each month's NFT & $MSAND Giveaways. 

( Without a Battle Pass, players who claim Victory in the Arena each month earn 1 ticket 

into THAT month's Giveaways.)  

 

3.5 How to Earn Rewards? -  

 

Firstly, be sure to join our Discord (Link below). Currently the client we build our games 

in, The Sandbox Game Maker and Voxedit softwares are in Alpha. With limited 

functionality for rewards dispersal, we relay on 3rd party programs to reward players 

and verify completion. Currently we mainly rely on our community Discord. Link - 

https://discord.gg/82bc25e79D  

 

The Kingdom of Sakaar has many different Missions and Challenges through the 

Season. Each will have a different way of showing completion to earn the rewards. With 

the game being in Alpha, we rely on screenshots of completion to verify and help 

reduce misuse. The specific criteria of each Mission or Challenge can be found on the 

Website or in the description in our #battle-pass-info section of our Discord. We will 

keep updating with the game and have recurring in-game seasons. 

 

Free-2-Play play players will only have the ability to claim Crafting Material NFT rewards 

from claiming Victory in the Arena each month ( 1 reward each month ) and one 

additional Crafting Material for each Seasonal Mission and challenge. ( 1 reward per 

seasonal completion). 

 

I.e. Each Season lasts 4 months. Each month new Missions and Challenges unlock. 

They are available to complete at any time throughout the season and their rewards will 

still be available to claim. The Arena’s award is a recurring reward. It can be claimed 

once each month. It currently is the only repeatable Mission available throughout the 

season at the time of writing. 

 

https://discord.gg/82bc25e79D


 
 

 

4. Summation  
 

In summary, we invite you to become a member of our Goblin Gang. Here, we are a group of 

like minded individuals from around the globe who believe in inclusivity, community and skill 

sharing within our community and The Sandbox community as a whole. Our project, King of 

Crypto Games was founded to be a company for The Sandbox community. We strive every day 

to promote, breed inclusivity into the metaverse and make new, paying job opportunities for the 

members of our community in this new Web 3 frontier! We thank you from the bottom of our 

hearts as proceeds go to growing the development team and our artists to create more paying 



jobs and an entire economy in itself to sustain that goal. Your support, every penny goes to 

fueling and making that dream turn into a reality. I say humbly, Thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER  
 

The information in this White Paper is subject to change or update and should not be construed 

as a commitment, promise or guarantee by The Sandbox or any other individual or organization 

mentioned in this white paper relating to the future availability of services related to the use of 

the tokens or to their future performance or value. The document does not constitute an offer or 

solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not constitute or form part of and should not be 

construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any invitation to buy or subscribe for any 

securities nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection with 

any contract or commitment whatsoever. The Sandbox expressly disclaims any and all 

responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising 

directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in the white paper, any error, 

omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any action resulting therefrom. This is not a 

recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest in 

any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment involves 

substantial risks, including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the 

potential complete loss of principal. Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with 

assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this 

document and develop a standalone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any 

investment decision. We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be 

accurate and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any 

kind – whether expressed or implied. All market prices, data and other information are not 

warranted as to completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect 

prevailing conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change 

without notice. The graphs, charts and other visual aids are provided for informational purposes 

only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make 

investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person in making 

investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and 

variables required in making such decisions. The information contained in this document may 

include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking statements, which would include any 

statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations or warranties are made 

as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates 

contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain 

assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected 

by inaccurate assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most 



of which are beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking 

assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual results. 

 


